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15. Banker D, Zubair S, Bilimoria M, Meiselman M, Rutecki GW. When “double duct” and Courvoisier’s signs are not what they seem to be: Focal polyarteritis nodosa mimicking pancreatic cancer. Presented at the national ACP meeting, April 2003, San Diego, California.


32. Carneiro BA, Brockstein BE, Kerstin SM, Song S. Overview of treatment for squamous cell head and neck cancer. In: UpToDate, Rose BD (Ed), UpToDate, Wellesley, MA, 2006


111. Mendez M, Gendlina I, Yu C, Glassberg M. Stimulation of ovine airway smooth muscle cells with PDGF increases the levels of MAPK. Presented at the 1997 Eastern Student Research Forum, Miami, FL.


123. Oh K and Rutecki GW. Adding to the clinical spectrum of West Nile Virus: Variations on the theme of Guillain-Barre and Miller Fisher. Presented at the national ACP meeting, April 2003, San Diego, California.


137. Patel BM, Bansal PJ, Tobin MC. Recognition, evaluation and treatment of anaphylaxis in the childcare setting: six months and one year later. March 2006. Poster presentation at AAAAI meeting in Miami, Florida.


150. Sheehan WJ, Rangsithienchai PA, Baxi S, Phipatanakul W. Sex-Specific Prevalence Rates of Aeroallergen Sensitization in Children Referred for Allergy Evaluation. To be presented as a poster at the 2008 American College of Allergy Asthma and Immunology national meeting.

151. Sheehan WJ, Rangsithienchai PA, Baxi S, Phipatanakul W. Age-Specific Prevalences of Aeroallergen Sensitization in Children. To be presented as an oral abstract at the 2008 American Academy of Pediatrics national meeting.


156. Rangsithienchai PA, Phipatanakul W. Montelukast as Add-on Therapy to Beta Agonists and Late Airway Response. Pediatrics 2008; 122;S218.


183. **Imran S. Syed**, Marlena Decker, Sakie Nakamura, Kathleen Harris, Francis J. Klocke, Robert S. Decker. DNA Damage in reversibly hypocontractile (stunned) myocardium. Presented at the ACC meeting in Chicago, 2002
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